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DISCUSSION- McGINN ON NON-EXISTENTOBJECTS
AND REDUCINGMODALITY

In the preface to Logical Properties, McGinn writes: "The general
theme of the book is a kind of realist anti-naturalismabout logical
properties. My tendency is to take logical notions at face value,
ratherthan trying to reduce them to something else" (p. vi). The
five notions discussed in the book, each with its own chapter,are
identity,existence, predication,necessity, and truth.McGinn's antireductionismseems to me right for identity,existence, and predication. The case of truth,I think, is more complicated than McGinn
allows because there are different notions of truth depending on
what the truthmakersare takento be, andhow they areindividuated;
I won't be discussing truth here. The case of necessity is where
I have my sharpest disagreement with McGinn. I do not believe
that necessity de re, which for McGinn is the central case, should
be classified as logical at all: it is far too parochial and contextdependent for that. Necessity de dicto, on my view, may properly
be classified as logical, but contra McGinn it is reducible to more
fundamentallogical notions.
I devote the second half of this articleto McGinn'sargumentthat
reductive analyses of necessity, and modal notions generally, are
eitherinadequateor circular.In the firsthalf, I raise some questions
for McGinn's positive account of existence, which countenances
non-existent,intentionalobjects.
In the chapteron existence, McGinn disputes the once orthodox
Russellian view that, as it used to be put, "existence is not a
predicate."McGinn characterizesthe Russellian view thus:
... when you say that Bill Clinton exists, you do not attributeto a certainobject
the propertyof existence, since there is no such property;what you do is say
that some propertyis instantiated... Insteadof attributinga propertyto an object
you attributea propertyto a property- the second-orderpropertyof having an
instance. (p. 17)
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For the Russellian, ordinaryproper names such as 'Bill Clinton'
are associated with uniquely identifying properties;to say that Bill
Clinton exists is to say that the associated propertyhas instances.
It is the second-order property of having instances - formally
expressedby the "existentialquantifier"- that is the logically basic
notion. Statementsassertingexistence, if meaningfulat all, are to be
analyzedin termsof this second-orderproperty.
McGinn marshalsan impressive arrayof arguments,both ontological and semantic, against the Russellian view. Most telling,
perhaps, is that the second-orderproperty of "having instances"
must, if the Russellian analysis is to be materiallycorrect,be taken
to mean "having instances that exist"; existence as a first-order
propertyhas not been done away with. The point is clearest if one
accepts, with McGinn, that there are non-existent objects such as
Holmes that instantiateordinaryproperties such as being a man.
Then, unless "havinginstances"means "havinginstancesthatexist,"
the analysis will wrongly entail thatHolmes exists. But in any case,
surely,the second-orderpropertyof having instances dependsupon
what entities there are to be instances, not vice versa. Existentially
quantifiedfacts are not basic facts; they superveneon what objects
and propertiesexist, and on what instantiateswhat.
So far, so good. But now ask: if existence is a property,what
sort of propertyis it? One could reject the Russellian view and yet
hold, simply, that existence is a blanketproperty,like self-identity,
universallyapplying to all objects. McGinn takes a philosophically
harderline, but one more in accord with the appearances,with how
we thinkandtalk.We say, truly,thatClintonexists, whereasHolmes
does not; that Venus exists, whereas Vulcan does not. Respecting
appearances, McGinn treats these as ordinary subject-predicate
assertions, or their denials. Clinton and Venus are objects with the
propertyof existence; Holmes and Vulcan are objects that lack the
property of existence - "intentionalobjects", representation-and
mind-dependent,but no less objects for that.Whatmakes McGinn's
rejection of the Russellian view interestingand difficult is not that
he holds that existence is a property,but ratherthat he holds that
existence is a propertythat some things have and otherthings lack.
McGinn's view divides into related semantic and ontological
components. On the semantic side, McGinn boldly asserts that
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"everyoccurrenceof the word 'exists' is logically predicative ...
existential statementscan be analyzed by means of this predicate"
(p. 30). For McGinn, 'exists' is nowise ambiguous. In particular,
'exists' has the same predicativefunction in singular and general
existence statements. Thus, 'Bill Clinton exists' ascribes the
property of existence to Bill Clinton, just as surface grammar
suggests. 'Tigers exist', however, is logically less perspicuous.
According to McGinn, it is to be analyzed as 'for some x, x
is a tiger and x exists'. The quantifier, 'for some x', includes
in its range intentional objects and so lacks existential import,
standardnomenclaturenotwithstanding.The existential import is
supplied,here and always, by the predicate 'exists'. McGinn argues
convincingly that this analysis gives a satisfying explanation of
the entailment relations between singular and general existential
statements.
On the ontological side, there is the thesis that, for example,
'Holmes' and 'Vulcan' genuinely refer to non-existentobjects that
instantiateordinarypropertiessuch as being a man or being a planet.
There is also the ontological thesis that existence is a property;but
that thesis is hard to evaluate for lack of any clear indication what
notion of propertywe are working with. McGinn has this to say:
"Perhapsall we need to say, for presentpurposes,is that a property,
in the intended sense, is what is instantiatedby an object in a way
analogous to the way in which (say) redness is instantiatedby an
object; that is, choose a paradigmpropertyand declare a property
to be anything that resembles this paradigm"(pp. 15-16). I doubt
that existence should be counted a propertyby this test; as I will
claim below, if existence is a propertythat some things lack, then
it is a logically peculiar property,quite unlike the paradigmcases.
McGinn is at pains to embrace a "naive"view accordingto which
existence is a propertymuch like others; but I do not think such
naivete survives philosophicalreflection.
McGinn writes: "Whyhas [the propertyview of existence] been
so consistently rejected?It is surprisinglydifficult to find workedout objections to it, despite the suspicions it arouses" (p. 30).
But there are a number of familiar objections that any view like
McGinn's must address. I will here mention three. First, consider
McGinn's example of an intensional non-existent object, Vulcan.
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The name 'Vulcan' was introducedby way of a description such
as: "theplanetbetween Mercuryand the Sun that .. ." Accordingto
McGinn, Vulcan is a planet:that follows, I suppose, from the sense
associated with the name 'Vulcan'. But, of course, Vulcandoes not
exist because there does not exist a planet between Mercury and
the Sun. Now suppose instead that the name 'Vulcan*' had been
introducedby way of the following description: "the planet that
exists between Mercuryand the Sun that. ..." Again, 'Vulcan*is a
planet' follows from the sense associatedwith the name 'Vulcan*';
but now so too does 'Vulcan*exists'. But, of course, Vulcan*does
not exist, because no planet exists between Mercuryand the Sun.
Contradiction.1
There are many ways out, but all appearto give up something
that McGinn holds dear. Thus, McGinn could say that 'exists' is
ambiguousbetween its use in fixing the sense of 'Vulcan*' and its
use in 'Vulcan* exists'. That would allow 'exists' to be logically
redundantin the former but not in the latter, as seems to be the
case. Or McGinn could say that the logic of the predicate 'exists'
somehow differs from the logic of a predicate like 'red': 'planet
that is red' must refer, if it does at all, to an object that is red,
but 'planet that exists' can refer to an object that does not exist.
Or, more likely, McGinn would say that the introductionof the
name 'Vulcan*' was somehow illegitimate. But then the property
of existence cannot freely be combined with otherpropertiesin the
way that paradigmpropertiescan be combined. For if existence is
a property like paradigmcases such as red, why can't we freely
postulatea planet that exists between Mercuryand the Sun just we
can freely postulatea planetthatis red andbetween Mercuryandthe
Sun? The notion of existence, it seems, eitherbifurcatesinto distinct
notions between which 'exists' is ambiguous,or is unlike paradigm
propertiesin logically significantways, or both.
For a second familiarproblem,considerMcGinn's example of a
fictionalnon-existentobject, Holmes. On McGinn'sview, 'Holmes'
does not refer to some (abstract)representationof a man; rather,
'Holmes' refersto the object represented,an object thatliterallyis a
manjust as, say, Clintonis a man. And presumablyHolmes, being a
man, has otherpropertiesthat men typically have, includingmental
propertiessuch as havingbeliefs. For example,Holmes believes that
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Watsonis a man; and Holmes is right in this belief because Watson
is a man. But also Holmes believes that Watsonexists. Apparently,
Holmes is wrong in this belief because Watsondoes not exist. But,
surely, we also need some sense in which Holmes is right in his
belief thatWatsonexists. For suppose that the Holmes stories make
reference to a mythical detective named Notson. Holmes believes
that Notson does not exist, and he is right in this belief in a way he
wouldn't be right were he to believe that Watsondid not exist. We
need some way of capturingthe distinctionin (ontological?) status
between Watsonand Notson.
Again, there are many ways out, but they all either treat existence as logically special, or bifurcate the notion of existence, or
both. Thus, McGinn could introducea "story-operator"to capture
the distinctionbetween Watsonand Notson: in the Holmes stories,
Watsonexists, butNotson does not. Althoughsuch "storyoperators"
are often employed as a way of avoiding ontological commitment
to fictional objects, they are compatible with such commitment.
The problem for McGinn, however, is that story-operatorsinteract
with existence differentlythan with other,paradigmproperties:'in
the Holmes stories, Holmes is a man' entails 'Holmes is a man';
but 'in the Holmes stories, Holmes exists' does not entail 'Holmes
exists'. Why the difference? Alternatively,McGinn could introduce a relative notion of existence alongside the absolute notion.
NeitherWatsonnor Notson exist in the absolutesense. Also, neither
Watson nor Notson exist relative to us. But Watson and Notson
differ in thatwhereasNotson does not exist relativeto Watson(or to
Holmes), Watsonexists relativeto himself (andto Holmes). (Indeed,
everything exists relative to itself.) That accounts for the various
distinctionsthatneed to be made;but such a bifurcationin the notion
of existence would be anathemato McGinn.
The first two problems, I have suggested, could be handled by
making the propertyview less simple and naive. The thirdfamiliar
problem,I think,cuts deeper.It arisesagainbecause the non-existent
objects are not representations,but the objects represented.Holmes,
for example, is literally flesh and blood, just like you or I. Some
philosophers already find this incredible, no less so than David
Lewis's flesh and blood possibilia. But that is not my concern, so
put it to one side. The problem I have in mind comes up when
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one considers Holmes' beliefs, in particular,Holmes' belief that
he exists. Holmes doesn't exist, so he is wrong in his belief. I
believe that I exist, and (presumably)I am right. But whateversort
of evidence, whateversort of reason I have for believing thatI exist,
Holmes, it seems, could have as well. How then can I know that
I exist? Why can't the evidence or reasons I have for believing I
exist be deceiving me just as they are deceiving poor non-existent
Holmes?
Perhapsif Holmes and other non-existent objects were abstract
representations- say, sets of propertiesor sets of predicates- then
my knowledge thatI exist could be derivedfrom my knowledgethat
I am not an abstractrepresentation.(And how do I know that? Never mind.) But that way out is not availableto McGinn.Try this.
Holmes and other non-existent objects are incomplete, or indeterminate: for some properties, it is neither true nor false that they
instantiate the property.For example, it is neither true nor false
that Holmes has a freckle on his left shoulder.Then, perhaps my
knowledge that I exist could be derived from my knowledge that I
am fully determinate.(And how do I know that?- Never mind.) But
this way out would implausiblybase my knowledgeof my existence
on the contingent fact that non-existent entities are impoverished.
For, surely, there is no reason in principle why a fictional object
could not be fully determinate.My knowledge does not depend on
the contingentlimitationsof actualauthors.
How, then, do we know that we are not some non-existent
fictional characterdependent for our being on the mind of some
unknown author? Of course, such skepticism is absurd. The
problem, however, is to explain why it is absurd.If existence is a
blanketproperty,or an indexical property,the explanationis immediate. But if existence is an absolutepropertythatsome objects have
and other,qualitativelysimilar objects lack, providingthe requisite
explanationis, I think, a deep and challengingproblem.2
I turn now from existence to necessity. McGinn begins the
chapter on necessity by attacking the standardanalysis of modal
notions such as possibility and necessity in terms of quantification over possible worlds. I am not entirely sure I have understood
McGinn's argument,or just who its intendedtargetis. But, as best I
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can tell, extant theories of modality that accept the quantificational
analysis have nothingto fear.
McGinn presentshis argumentas follows:
According to possible worlds semantics, we can replace any occurrence of a
modal word with a suitablequantificationaltranslation.... the objectionI wantto
make to this is that such a translationis eithercircularor inadequate;specifically,
we need to use the modal notion being translatedin orderto get the translationto
come out right ... So let us consider some propositionof the form 'possibly p':
this is meantto go over into 'thereis a world in which p' or 'for some world w, p
in w'. Now the question I want to ask is: does the notion of 'world' here invoked
include or exclude impossibleworlds? (p. 70)

McGinnthen arguesthatif the notion of 'world' includesimpossible
worlds, the analysis is inadequate:it will wrongly make truth in
an impossible world sufficient for being possible. But if the notion
of 'world' excludes impossible worlds, then the analysis will be
circular:'possiblyp' will be equivalentto 'in some possible world,
p' .3 "Butthis now,"McGinnconcludes, "containsan explicit use of
the word 'possible', which we claimed to be reducingto a quantifier
over worlds.... No analysishas been given of the force of the modal
notion concerned"(p. 71).
Now, there is no doubt that the defender of standardanalyses
of the modal operatorswill choose the second horn of McGinn's
dilemma: possibility and necessity are quantifiers over possible
worlds. Those modal metaphysicianswho say simply that modal
operators are quantifiersover worlds have abbreviated 'possible
world' as 'world' - harmlessly, since, on their view, there are no
impossible worlds. So, a defender of the standardanalyses will
want to rebut McGinn's charge of circularity.Let us try, then, to
get cleareron just what thatchargeis.
Surprisingly,McGinn appearsto be claiming that any possible
worlds analysis of any modal notion is circular.He says in the quote
above, for any purportedanalysis:"we need to use the modal notion
being translatedin order to get the translationto come out right."
Thatis too strong.When necessity is analyzedas truthin all possible
worlds, the notion of necessity is analyzedin terms of the notion of
a possible world; and, surely,these notions are not the same.
All McGinn needs, however, to make his case is the claim
that the possible worlds theorist is committed to some analysis
being circular.And this, indeed, does follow from McGinn's stated
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premise, that "according to possible worlds semantics, we can
replace any occurrence of a modal word with a suitable quantificational translation."4For, given thatpremise,McGinn's circularity
argumentcan be formulatedas follows: the possible worlds theorist
claims thatevery modal notion is to be analyzedin termsof quantification over possible worlds; but the notion of a possible world
is itself a modal notion which cannot, on pain of circularity,be
analyzed in terms of quantificationover possible worlds; therefore,
the possible worlds theorist'sclaim must be rejected.
First off - perhaps a bit of a side issue - I do not understand McGinn's exclusive focus on "quantificationaltranslation."
No possible worldstheoristshouldacceptthe claim thateverymodal
notion is to be analyzed by introducinga quantifierover possible
worlds (or possible individuals). Perhaps McGinn is implicitly
restrictinghis argumentto modal notions expressed by 'possibly'
and 'necessarily' (and modal notions interdefinablewith these).
Such modal notions, indeed, are given quantificationalanalyses by
the possible worlds theorist. But there is more to our modal talk
than can be expressed using 'possibly' and 'necessarily' (and their
ilk). Consider,for example, sentences that accordingto the possible
worlds theoristinvolve cross-worldcomparisons,such as the much
discussed: "ared thing could resemble an orangething more closely
than a red thing could resemble a blue thing."On the most natural
possible worlds analysis, the modal 'could' functions to unrestrict
quantifiers,turningactualistquantifiersinto possibilist quantifiers;
it does not introducea quantifiernot appearingon the surface.5
More relevant to the present case is the adjective 'possible'. A
semantic analysis of 'possible' within the possible worlds framework need not introduce a quantifier over possible worlds or
possible individuals. Consider, for example, 'possible person'. In
traditionalpossible worlds semantics, 'person'has an extension and
an intension, as does 'possible person', and the questionis how the
extension and intension of the latter depend on the extension and
intension of the former.It is simply this: the extension of 'possible
person' is the intension of 'person'; the intension and extension of
'possible person' are the same.6 Similarly,whereasthe extension of
'world' (in ordinaryusage) is a unit class, the extension of 'possible
world' is the intension of 'world', which is the class of possible
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worlds. Thus, the semanticanalysis of 'possible' applied to 'world'
does not introducea quantifierover possible worlds. Of course, one
can truly say that x is a possible person if x is a person in some
possible world, or w is a possible world iff w is a world in some
possible world. But since these equivalences are not analyses, no
vicious regress or circularityresults.
It is a simple matter,however, to reformulateMcGinn's circularity argumentwithout requiring the possible worlds theorist to
provide quantificationalanalyses, as follows: the possible worlds
theoristclaims thatevery modal notion is to be analyzedin termsof
possible worlds;but the notion of a possible world is itself a modal
notion which cannot, on pain of circularity,be analyzed in terms of
possible worlds;therefore,the possible worlds theorist'sclaim must
be rejected.
But no possible worlds theoristneed acceptboth thateverymodal
notion is to be analyzed in terms of possible worlds and that the
notion of a possible world is a modal notion. There are two sorts
of possible worlds theorists to consider: those who accept some
modal notions as primitive, and thus do not attemptto reduce all
modal notions to non-modal notions; and those who do attempta
full reduction of modality by providing an analysis of the notion
of possible world in non-modal terms. Theorists of the first sort,
for example, may simply take the notion of a possible world as
a primitive modal notion. Or instead they may construct possible
worlds from sentences, or propositions, or properties,or states of
affairsusing explicitly modal notions in the construction.7No circularity ensues because thereis no claim to analyze the modal notions
that are taken as primitive:with these notions analysis ends. The
theoreticalbenefits that accruefrom the possible worlds framework
do not depend upon there being a full analysis of the modal in
terms of the non-modal. The possible worlds frameworkprovides
a systematizationof our modal concepts, thereby explaining their
logical interrelationshipsand accounting for ordinarypatterns of
modal reasoning.
It is not clear whether possible worlds theorists of this first
sort are among McGinn's intended targets. On the one hand, he
claims that his argument is directed only against the "semantic
claim ... thatmodal expressionscan be successfullyparaphrasedby
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means of a quantifierover worlds"(p. 70). Certainly,these theorists
do accept the paraphraseof modal operatorsin terms of quantifiers over worlds, whether worlds are posited as primitive or are
constructed. Indeed, one of the chief motivations for positing or
constructingpossible worlds is to be able to indulge without guilt
in possible worlds semantics for modal logic. To forgo possible
worlds would be to return to the dark days when modal logical
entailmentswere a mystery, syntax in search of semantics. On the
other hand, McGinn's remarksoften suggest that his targetis only
those theoristswho claim to reduce all modal notions to non-modal
notions. For example, he writes, "my point here is not that this
treatmenttakes modality as primitiveand that this is objectionable
per se; my point is that the quantificationalapproachclaims not to
be taking modal words as primitive and yet in the end it has to"
(p. 73). If McGinn is targeting views that claim not to be taking
modal notions as primitive,then the possible worlds theoristsof the
first sort are excluded from his attack.
Possible worlds theoristsof the second sort have as one of their
goals a reductive analysis of modality. For them, it is not enough
to simply "take possible worlds as primitive."They must provide
an analysis of the notion of possible world in non-modal terms.
To illustrate how such an analysis might be carried out, consider
David Lewis's modal realism according to which possible worlds
are big "concrete"universes, ontologically on a par with our actual
universe. In analyzing the notion of possible world, I suppose
Lewis can help himself to unrestrictedquantifiers,to the distinction
between an individualand a class (or whateverotherabstractentities
there are), to mereological relations such as being an aggregate
of, and to spatiotemporalrelations such as being such-and-sucha
distance from. None of these notions are modal, so if the notion of
possible world is definedin termsof these notions, it has been given
a non-modal analysis. Now, Lewis's analysis of possible world is
this: a possible world is a maximal spatiotemporallyinterrelated
aggregate of individuals, where individuals are spatiotemporally
related if (almost) every part of one stands in some direct spatiotemporal relation to (almost) every part of the other. A possible
individualis an individualthat is partof some possible world. Two
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possible individualsare worldmates- parts of the sameworld - iff
they are spatiotemporallyrelatedto one another.8
By my lights, this account of possible worlds is too narrow:
it leaves out possible worlds in which some inhabitantsare not
themselves spatiotemporallyrelated, but are connected by a chain
of spatiotemporallyrelated individuals; and it leaves out possible
worlds whose inhabitantsare related, not by spatiotemporalrelations, but by other external relations.9 But, what is relevant here
is that it is not susceptible to McGinn's charge of circularity.For
Lewis, modal notions are all to be analyzed in terms of possible
worlds (and possible individuals);but the notion of possible world
(and possible individual)has turnedout on analysis not itself to be
modal. So nothing need be analyzed in terms of itself. Of course,
whetheror not on Lewis's analysisthereexists a pluralityof possible
worlds is open to legitimatedebate.But thatis here beside the point.
McGinn's argumentis intendedto apply to any attemptto analyze
possible world in non-modalterms.
Would McGinn claim that, even on Lewis's account, the notion
of a possible world is modal because modal notions are reduced
to it? That wouldn't advance his case. For one thing, it would not
make the charge of circularitystick, since Lewis would say, on that
understandingof 'modal', thatnot all modal notions are analyzable
in terms of possible worlds and individuals. For anotherthing, it
would rule out the possibility of reducing the modal to the nonmodal in a trivialand uninterestingway, by a verbalmaneuver.
I suspect McGinn would claim, rather,that although Lewis's
purportedanalysis of possible world is non-modal,it is for thatvery
reason inadequate:Lewis's analysis, in virtue of being non-modal,
fails to exclude impossibleworlds. The only way, McGinn seems to
think, for an analysis to exclude impossible worlds is for it to do so
explicitly, therebybringingmodalityback into the analysis.'0 Here,
I think, is the crux of my disagreementwith McGinn. I concede
that it would not be enough for Lewis simply to point out that, on
his view, there are no impossible worlds. For, if the notion of an
impossible world is even coherent,then in some sense it is only "by
accident"thatthere are no impossible worlds;and Lewis's analysis,
if correct,would be correct"by accident."But for Lewis the notion
of impossible world is incoherent.11In that case, there is no region
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of conceptual space that Lewis's analysis fails to exclude, and thus
no groundfor McGinn's charge of inadequacy.Now, McGinn does
not think that the notion of impossible world is incoherent.12 But
to make that an assumption of his argumentwould be to beg the
question against Lewis, or any other realist about possible worlds
who thinksthat the notion of an impossible world is incoherent.
In conclusion: this is a rich and thought-provokingbook,
compact, well written, filled with bold positions and provocative
arguments.Some readersmay be disappointedby the lack of references to contemporaryphilosophers who have covered somewhat
similar ground. But for those who enjoy thinking through issues
without being sidetrackedby what others have said, this book is
highly recommended.
NOTES
See Dummett (1981, pp. 279-280). The point can be made as well using
'existentplanet' instead of 'planetthat exists'.
2 See Williams (1962). In contemporarymetaphysics, the problem has been
appliedto actualityratherthanexistence; but it is essentially the same. See Lewis
(1970, 1986), and Adams (1974). In Bricker(2001, pp. 29-30), I try to blunt the
force of the objection.
3 McGinn also considers and rejects the reply that 'possibly p' is equivalentto
'in some world, p, and there are no impossible worlds'. I would not defend that
reply, so I leave it aside.
4 "Possible worlds semantics"is not committed to any view about the analysis
of modal notions, only thattruthconditionsfor sentences, modal and non-modal,
can be given compositionallyin termsof possible worlds andpossible individuals.
I will call those who accept the standardanalyses "possibleworlds theorists".
5 For discussion, see Lewis (1986, pp. 13-14).
6 For simplicity only, I am here assumingthat the intension of a predicateis the
union of its extensions at possible worlds, rathera functionfrom possible worlds
to extensions;thatrequiresthat domainsof possible worlds do not overlap.
7 These views are contentiously labeled "ersatzist"by David Lewis because,
from his point of view, the possible worlds they provide are substitutesfor the
genuine article.On the ersatzistprogramme,see Lewis (1986, pp. 136-19 1).
8 See Lewis (1986, pp. 69-71).
9 For the arguments,and an alternativerealist analysis of possible world, see
Bricker (1996). On the analysis I give, the notion of possible world is reduced
to logical (and mereological) notions, assuming that the notion of an external
relationcounts as logical.
10 See pp. 71-72.
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See Lewis (1986, p. 7).
In the chapter on existence, McGinn tentatively accepts impossible objects,
even holding thatthey exist (see pp. 40-41).
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